2021-2022 CAREER OUTCOMES
College of Forest Resources

94% Successful Career Outcomes*

133 Graduates
116 Surveys Collected

Knowledge Rate** 81%

WORKSITE LOCATIONS 20 STATES

TOP EMPLOYERS
Mississippi State University
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Alabama Forestry Commission
APA Wood Engineering
Weyerhaeuser Company

TOP GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Mississippi State University | University of Georgia | Plymouth University | University of Freiburg |
University of Alabama | Laval University | Auburn University College of Veterinary Medicine |
Virginia Tech | North Carolina State University | Oklahoma State University

*Career Outcome = Employed + Enrolled + Volunteering + Military / Total – Not seeking or continuing education.
**Knowledge rate = the percent of graduates for which reasonable and verifiable information was collected.

CAREER OUTCOMES
- Employed Full Time
- Continuing Education
- Still Seeking
- Other

UNDERGRAD & GRADUATE
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